Ambiorix Mercedes Cup 2016
Tournament rules ENG


The matches will be played on the fields of KSK Tongeren , Sportcomplex ‘Klein Veldje’ , Op het
KleinVeldje 1, Tongeren ( entrance via Rietmusweg ) .



The matches will be played on 1 artificial and 3 ordinary lawns. On the turf should be worn suitable
(plastic not metal) shoes. if not the player can not participate in the games on the artificial field.



The tournament is reserved for the age group U11, U12, U13 and U14 (born respectively in 2005
and younger / 2004 and younger / 2003 and younger / 2002 and younger).



U11 and U12 competitions are played 8 by 8. U13 and U14 competitions are played 11 against 11.



Each player must have his identity card or identity federation. Before the start of each match can
this be checked..



The names of the players and the delegation should be on the referee sheets ( one for the group
matches and one for the finals) before the start of the first gamed



The matches will be controlled by referees (linesmen and only for the final) of the Belgian FA.



The teams are responsible to be present for playing their game. In lateness is a fixed score used (30 loss).

.



The group matches take 1 X 20 min.



The ranking in each set is formatted according to the number of points :




3 points for a win contest
1 point for a draw
0 points for a loss contest

In case of equality of points, the subsequent criteria are valid , without returning to the previous
point again :






the goal difference
the number of goals scored
the number of goals conceded .
the outcome of the game played among themselves .
drawing of



The content of the final matches will be based on the ranking after the group matches.



The classification is based on :






Number of points
the goal difference
the number of goals scored
the number of goals conceded .
Drawing of



The cross finals, also semi-finals will take 1x20 min. When it’s a tie, three penalties will be taken
immediately after the game. Still a tie after 3 penalty kicks, a next penalty kick will be taken until
there is a winner.



The finals take 2 x 15 min. , with a short rest , during which the players remain on the field . When
it’s a tie, three penalties will be taken immediately after the game. Still a tie after 3 penalty kicks, a
next penalty kick will be taken until there is a winner.
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Players can be replaced indefinitely. A player who is replaced during a match may be re-introduced
during this competition.



A player who is penalized with a red card , has to leave the field and cannot be replaced by a
substitute He is also suspended for the next game of his team.



The penalty kicks after the game may be taken by both the players and the substitutes.



A player who received a red card cannot kick a penalty during the same game.



Each team will be present 30 min. before the first match .



Each team must have two different colored outfits or jackets. If the equipment of both teams have
the same color, the home team may play in its official colors.



Delegates and players must be insured by their football association. The club KSK Tongeren HM
and the organizing committee are not responsible for any accident or loss or theft of objects on or
around the premises and the dressing rooms.



A registered team that does not appear on the site , will be fined 250 Euros .



A team that violates the rules , will be fined 250 Euros.



At this tournament we foresee multiple trophies. Each team and player receives a reminder during
the closing ceremony. Furthermore we foresee a trophy for best player and best goal keeper, also
a fair play trophie.



Before the start of each game mementos can be exchanged between the two teams. This is not
required but voluntary.



Each team must bring their own warming up footballs.



The teams ( players , coach and two deputies ) will be offered a hot meal at noon. Water will be
available free of charge.



At the start of the tournament, each club will receive two bottles of water. After returning the empty
bottle a new bottle can always be obtained.
By participating in this tournament every club accepts these regulations. Every not expressly
provided for in these regulations shall be regulated according to the settlement provisions of the
Belgian Football Association. The organizing committee decides on spot . Every complaint must be
made at the secretariat, directly after finishing the game. The decisions of the organizing
committee are final .

